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Greetings from the President’s Corner. 

It was wonderful to hear of the great turnout for our summer 

rally.  I want to thank Bill and Jean Pociengel for hosting the 

rally and their commitment on making sure it was a safe 

environment for everyone. It sounded like everyone had a 

wonderful time and we are sorry that we had a conflict with 

the date.  Dave and I are missing our GMC friends and would 

have loved to have been there. 

After 15 years serving as our chapter’s Sunshine Lady, Midge 

Glenna is stepping down.  I want to thank Midge for her many 

years serving as our Sunshine Lady. Midge has done a 

wonderful job keeping our chapter informed of celebrations, 

health concerns, deaths, births, anniversaries, and personally 

calling or sending cards to our GMC family.  We have added 

Sunshine Corner to the newsletter, and invite members to send 

announcements to Jennifer Roche for publishing. 

Christmas is a way off, but let’s start thinking about our 

chapter Christmas party!  We have found that having it in 

November works best to avoid people having to drive in bad 

weather. If anyone would like to host it or has an idea for our 

party, please let me know. 

Lastly, Dave and I want to thank the many friends who 

checked on us after the Derecho went through our area.  

Who would ever believe a number 3 & 4 hurricane would go 

through the middle of Iowa?  Our Cedar Rapids area lost 65% 

of its tree canopy.  The devastation is far and wide, and we 

feel fortunate that our house was not damaged. We lost many 

big beautiful trees that I will miss so much.  I loved my trees!  

But when I see the devastation that so many families are 

dealing with, it makes me pause and puts my loss in 

perspective. 

I wish you all a beautiful Fall season and hope to see many of 

you at our Christmas party.  There will be more to follow on the 

party as more information is available. 

Best Regards, 

Karen Roberts 

President, Greater Midwest Classics 
 

 

GMC Greater Midwest 

Classics Officers 

President: Karen Roberts 

Vice President: Teresa Dall 

Secretary: Jean Pociengel 

Treasurer:  

Tammy Drummond 

Newsletter Editor:  

Jennifer Roche 

Membership Book:  

Tammy Drummond 

Webmaster: Rick Drummond 

FMCA Director: Bob Miller 

Alternate FMCA Director:  

John Smyrski 

International GMC 

Representative: Lucy 

Weidner 

Nominating Committee:  

Yvonne Miller, Anita White, 

and Wayne Hasek 

 

 

Home Is Where We Park Our GMC  

Sunshine Corner 

Gratitude 

Memorials 

Celebrations 

The Sunshine Corner is to 

share notes of gratitude, 

celebrate the memory of 

those that have passed, and 

recognize celebrations. 

Please email your submission 

to Jennifer Roche. 

 

mailto:jenroche78@gmail.com
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Upcoming Rally’s 

2021 GMCMI Spring Convention – "Cajun Crazy" 

April 16-22, 2021 | Patterson Area Civic Center | Patterson, LA 

 

Greater Midwest Classics Spring Rally 

June 4-6, 2021 | Nelson, WI  

 

Greater Midwest Classics Fall Rally 

September 11-13, 2021 | Andover, SD  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer Rally Recap 

Our summer rally was held August 21 - 23, 2020 in Chippewa Falls WI 

at the Northern Wisconsin State Fairgrounds.  Twenty coaches, and 

42 people camped under the trees at Fairhill campground   Four 

other members were able to attend the meeting on Saturday.  Rick 

Payton with a 1973 Sequoia and Jon and Mary Knopp with a 1976 

turquoise 26’ coach attended their first rally and have become new 

members.    

 

Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, we had continental breakfast  

with social distancing. For dinners, we gathered at picnic tables for outdoor dining and each family 

provided their own food, or enjoyed fair food from the vendors selling on the fairgrounds.    

 

On Saturday, we had an outdoor tour of Leinenkugel Brewery  attended by 17 adults, 6 children, and 

two dogs (!) and we were able to sample their beers on the outdoor porches of the Leinie 

Lodge.   Other members biked around Chippewa Falls or walked in Irvine Park and enjoyed the Zoo 

and playgrounds. 

 

Karin Wickenhauser managed to gather many of those attending for a group photo - wearing our 

masks to keep each other safe.   

Bill and Jean Pociengel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who to Contact: 

 

Webmaster: Rick Drummond 

 

To add content to the 

newsletter, please email 

Jennifer Roche, a minimum 

of 5 business days prior to 

the schedule below. 

2020 Newsletter Schedule: 

*February 2nd   

*April 1st   

*July 1st  

*September 2nd  

*December 1st  
*subject to change  

 

 

 

 

 

We are looking for a host for the Summer Greater 

Midwest Classics Rally. Do you know of a great 

campground, and would like to host?   

Please reach out to Teresa Dall for more  

details, and to learn how easy it is! 

 

https://www.gmcmi.com/upcoming-events/
mailto:greatermidwestclassics@gmail.com
mailto:jenroche78@gmail.com
http://www.gmcmidwestclassics.org/
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GMCMI Report 

Greetings! 

 

I have a couple of updates for the organization. The spring rally is still on the schedule. Dates are April 

16th-22nd, 2021. Depending on the current hurricane situation it is scheduled to be held at the 

Patterson Civic Center, Patterson LA.  The fall rally site may change, so the dates are not known at 

this time. 

 

Second, to make sure folks understand that our members understand that GMCMI is a sister 

organization to us, as are all the other clubs around the US. FMCA was the parent and all other clubs 

are sisters to each other.  

 

Third, the question regarding piggy backing on GMCMI insurance, like our status with FMCA is, the 

following response has been submitted by Fred Hudspeth, GMCMI Treasurer. 

 

Most regional clubs who elect to no longer require FMCA membership as a prerequisite for joining 

their club are buying only “D&O” (directors and officers) insurance as a successor to the insurance 

formerly provided by FMCA. Hagerty is the agency that is providing GMCMI’s insurance but they will 

not provide “D&O” without general liability insurance. GMCMI requires the latter as it is required by 

the facilities it uses for conventions. Expect to pay $450-500/year for “D&O” insurance. 

 

Below is information received from Becky Johnson. (Becky is the President of the club). 

 

“I mentioned to the insurance agency the GMC Great Lakers is now using for our D&O policy that 

there were other GMC clubs looking for similar policies. The agency owner told me they can only 

issue a policy for a club from Michigan. The underwriter for our D&O policy is USLI (United States 

Liability Insurance Company). Our annual premium is $475. This was the only underwriter that would 

either write a policy for just D&O or one that was less than $1000 that our agency was able to obtain 

a quote for.  I'm told there are some websites that someone can use to search by state to find agents 

for specific types of liability insurance. “ 

 

Lucy Weidner, GMCMI Midwest Representative 

**NEW!** Cooks Cupboard 

Crockpot Meatloaf…Made in the GMC…While Driving! 

Master Chef: Lucy Weidner 

 

When Larry and I take off for the winter, I try and fix something in the crockpot so that we have a hot 

meal when we stop. My crockpot is oval shape and fits into our bathroom sink. I just turn on the 

inverter, plug it in, and enjoy the smells as we travel. If you don’t have an outlet in the bathroom, just 

find an outlet you can use and keep the crockpot stable. If you don’t want to do this, you can 

premake this meatloaf, cook it, and use your microwave to heat it up. 

 

Ingredients:  

 2.5lbs ground beef, turkey, or a mixture 

 1 egg 

 3/4 cup smashed cornflakes or bread 

crumbs 

 1 envelope of Lipton Onion Soup mix 

 2-3 tbsps Worcesterhire sauce 

 Salt, pepper, paprika, garlic salt, Italian 

seasoning to taste 
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Directions: 

 Mix the ingredients well and form a “loaf” in the bottom of your crockpot 

 Wash 5-6 small potatoes, prick them with a knife or fork, and wrap them in foil. Place them 

around the meatloaf 

 Cook 8-10 hours on low 

 If you choose not to put in the potatoes, then reduce the cooking time to 6 hours 

 Tip: I use Crockpot Lines to facilitate clean up 

 

**NEW!** Tech Tips for your GMC 

Keeping GMC’s on the Road… Upgrading the Transmission Cooler Lines using the correct line adaptor 

Been There, Tried That, Learned a Lot GMC Owner: Larry Weidner  

 

One of the things that many have done when rebuilding the TH425 Transmission is to upgrade the 

coolant lines going from the transmission to the radiator cooler. This upgrade involves going from the 

original 5/16” diameter lines to 3/8” diameter lines to increase fluid flow and decrease resistance to 

flow. To do this you must change the fitting on the transmission to a fitting that is a 3/8” inverted flare.  

 

Some have simply used the existing fitting and obtained an adapter to go from 5/16” inverted flare to 

3/8” inverter flare. When you use a 3/8” Inverted Female To 5/16” Inverted Male adaptor, you are 

defeating the reason for going to the 3/8" line. If you look in the transmission line adaptor (the fitting 

still in the transmission), you will see a smaller hole than the ID that the 3/8" line provides. The original 

5/16” line adaptor on the transmission has a hole in it that is .244” a “D” drill (close to a 7/32 drill). The 

3/8 line adaptor that you will use has .282” or a “K” drill. (close to a 9/32 drill). And the actual ID of the 

3/8” line is .312” or an “L” drill (close to a 5/16 drill). So if you use the 3/8” Inverted Female To 5/16” 

Inverted Male adaptor you are necking down actual flow from .312” to .218”. That is a .094” 

restriction before the oil even gets into the 3/8” line.  

 

In my opinion, you should replace the original line adaptor with the correct adaptor that you can get 

from Jimmy K at Applied GMC. It is a brass adaptor that has standard SAE straight threads on one 

end and 3/8” Female inverted flare on the other end. Then before you put that adaptor in the trans, 

take it to a drill press and drill the hole out with a “K” or 5/16 drill. Clean up the shavings and install 

with a copper crush washer. With this you will have NO transmission fluid line restriction. You then 

need to make sure that all adaptors, at the radiator or other external coolers are likewise at a “K” or 

5/16” ID. IMO, failing to do that is no better than using the old 5/16” lines with the 7/32" ID.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Right, original 5/16’ adapter with 

.244” hole 

 Center 3/8” adapter with .282” hole 

 Left 3/8” adapter drilled with “L” drill 

to .312” 
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Just a word of caution, the fittings going into the transmission must be straight SAE thread fittings on 

one end going to a female inverted flare on the other end. DO NOT use pipe fitting threaded 

adaptors which have a tapered thread. They have the same threads per inch as the straight SAE 

fittings but when tightened, the tapered portion could crack the casting of the aluminum 

transmission. Additionally, if you make the change to 3/8” lines with the proper straight adaptor, you 

must be careful not to over tighten it. Over tightening it runs the risk of stripping the soft aluminum in 

the transmission. Crack it or strip it...you’re looking at a new transmission case. So be careful! 

 

Check Out Our New Website! 

 

 

  

 

 

What’s New?  

 Renew & Pay Membership  

Online Line 

 Check Out the Club’s Newsletter 

 View Upcoming Rally and Event Dates 

 So Much More! Check It out! 

Welcome to the clubs new webpage! Check it out today! 

Same address - just a new look! 

https://gmcmidwestclassics.org/ 

 Top: stock 5/16 adapter with 

“D” drill 

 Second from the top: stock 

3/8” adapter with “K” drill 

 Third from the top: 3/8” 

adapter drilled with “L” drill to 

.312 

 Bottom: 3/8” steel line with 

.312 ID and “L” drill 

 

https://gmcmidwestclassics.org/

